
Yoga Pilates Wheel Cork Circle Prop Back Chest Hips Abdomen Stretch
Roller

RRP: $114.95

If you practice yoga or simply want a better piece of equipment to help

you stretch, this gorgeous cork Dharma yoga prop wheel from Randy &

Travis Machinery is the perfect choice. Whether you need a prop wheel

for doing yoga poses or a comfortable roller for stretches, this yoga wheel

will soon become your favourite workout equipment.

This wheel will help you increase your flexibility, whether for simple

stretches or working on your backbends. With an exterior crafted from

natural cork, it's comfortable and forgiving. Decorated with stunning

Indian-inspired designs, it's as beautiful as it is comfortable.

Cork isn't just pretty, but it's also a sustainable resource. That's not all.

It's anti-microbial, so it resists germs that grow on the gym floor or on

your workout clothes. It's easy to clean and naturally odour resistant as

well.

With thick padding on the outside, this wheel cushions your spine,

keeping you comfortable as you exercise. The wheel's core is sturdy,

strong, and durable—with an incredible 200-kilogramme breaking

strength, thanks to the injection moulding process used in its

manufacturing. Even though it's strong, it's light in weight, making it easy

for you to carry to the gym or when you travel.

It's the perfect gift for the athlete in your life—and a great addition to your

own workout. Order yours today.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Diameter: 33cm
Width: 13cm
Wheel wall thickness: 1.4cm
Weight: 1350g approx
Breaking strength: 200 kg
Material: ABS, TPE, and natural cork
Colour: Natural browns and tans
Anti-microbial
Odour resistant
Easy to clean
Thick padding to cushion your spine
Lightweight yet sturdy
Pattern: Indian-inspired mandala flower
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